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Abstract— Video-conferencing is an efficient tool for distributed collaboration.

With the wider availability of broadband wide area networks such as the Internet2,

we can expect an increasing demand for video-conferences conducting over broad-

band wide area networks. In this paper, we present a conference control protocol

for a highly interactive conference paradigm and its collaboration environment. In

such collaboration environment, a fixed number of channels (three) for multimedia

traffic as well as a common control channel are used. We propose a conference con-

trol protocol that uses a three-channel rotation floor control scheme to coordinate

access to the shared media channels and avoid race conditions. Experimental results

as well as the implementation in a research video-conferencing system for wide area

networks show that the proposed protocol can effectively eliminate race conditions

while maintaining the scalability and reliability .

I. INTRODUCTION

Video-conferencing is an efficient means for distributed collabo-

ration especially for people separated by substantial distance. With

the increasingly pervasiveness of broadband wide area networks such

as the Internet2, we can expect an increasing demand for video-

conferencing over these wide area networks in the future.

We can identify various paradigms of distributed multimedia col-

laboration. These paradigms range from small scale video phone

to highly interactive multi-party video-conferences. They differ in

their degree of interactivity and scalability. Among them, the interac-

tive video-conference paradigm requires the highest degree of inter-

activity and scalability. A desirable paradigm for interactive video-

conferences requires a number of media channels for video and audio

streams from participants. Yet, to achieve good scalability, the num-

ber of channels should be limited. Therefore, mechanisms to coordi-

nate the access to the shared channels are required. These tasks are

carried out by the conference control protocols.

The major functions of a conference control protocol are floor con-

trol and session control. Dommel and Garcia-Luna-Aceves [1] identi-

fied floor control as the crucial part of interactive multimedia collab-

oration, and gave a comprehensive discussion about the issues with

floor control. A floor control framework was described for refer-

ence [1]. They also outlined the design issues of floor control pro-

tocols in [2]. They also compared various floor control protocols

for collaborative multimedia environment, and found out that floor

control protocols that are based on multicast offer the best efficiency

and scalability [3]. As a generic guideline, no details were presented

for specific collaboration paradigms though. In the Multi-Flow Con-

version Protocol [4] designed for distributed collaboration applica-

tions, Yavatkar and Lakshman devised a token-based floor control

scheme. Such scheme can be used in various collaboration paradigms

by different allocation of tokens. However, for interactive video-

conference, it can only apply a “strict concurrency control” with the

use of a single token. This implies that only one speaker can trans-

mit his media streams at a time, which limits the interactivity. The

Conference Control Channel Protocol developed by Handley, Wake-

man and Crowcroft [5] uses a shared control channel for management

of conferences ranging from small and tightly-coupled to large and

loosely coupled ones. Such shared control channel scheme is adopted

in our proposed conference control protocol.

In this paper, we present a conference control protocol intended for

an interactive and scalable video-conferencing paradigm. In a collab-

oration environment that supports such paradigm, three media chan-

nels are used for two interactive speakers. Contention for shared me-

dia channels is resolved with a three-channel rotation floor control

scheme. Such a floor control scheme avoids conflicts on shared chan-

nels while still maintains the interactivity and scalability. In addition,

a dedicated channel is used for out-of-band conference control traf-

fic. The proposed conference control protocol is implemented in a re-

search video-conferencing system (ALX project [6]) for high quality

video-conferencing over the Internet2. The ALX video-conferencing

system implements the interactive collaboration paradigm, and the

proposed protocol has been proved to be able to implement such col-

laboration paradigm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we

describe a collaboration paradigm for a highly interactive and scal-

able video-conference and the collaboration environment that sup-

ports such a paradigm. The proposed conference control protocol is

presented in Section III. In Section IV, we show how the protocol

behaves in a real video-conferencing session, and then we conclude

the paper in Section V.

II. COLLABORATION PARADIGM FOR INTERACTIVE AND

SCALABLE VIDEO-CONFERENCING

A. Collaboration Paradigms

There are various paradigms for distributed multimedia collab-

orations. Some examples are interactive video-conferences, video

phone, group meetings, and classroom sessions. All these different

paradigms exhibit different degree of interactivity and scalability. The

paradigm of video phone just involves two participants with no need

to scale. The group meeting paradigm involves multimedia streams

from participant groups at distributed locations. These streams are

presented simultaneously to participants at each location. There is

no need for switching although there are multiple media streams. Ac-

cessGrid [7] is a good example of such paradigm. A classroom session

is a collaboration paradigm that limits the number of media streams

to one at a time. The media stream from a particular participant (the

instructor) is transmitted to all participants during the whole session.

Occasionally, the media stream from another participant is allowed to

transmit back to the instructor for brief interaction (e.g. making com-

ments, or answering questions). In such a paradigm, there is limited

number of media streams, but no need for switching among media

streams.

In contrast, in an interactive conference paradigm, every partici-

pant has an equal opportunity to speak to the other participants, and

is able to see the speaker and to hear the ongoing discussion. We
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Fig. 1. The transition of conference during a speaker change. The new speaker starts

immediately on the third channel without interrupting the other streams.

can identify three roles a conference participant can act as, namely,

the current speaker, the previous speaker and the listener. The cur-

rent speaker speaks to and is seen and heard by all participants. The

previous speaker can only be seen by the current speaker but heard

by all participants. A listener can only listen to the speakers and see

the current speaker. When a participant wants to become a speaker,

he signals his request. If his request is acknowledged, he becomes

the current speaker, and can start speaking to the other participants.

Meanwhile, the other participants realize the change, and adjust ac-

cordingly to the new current speaker. If there is already a current

speaker, the original current speaker becomes the previous speaker.

If there is a previous speaker prior to the change, this original pre-

vious speaker terminates, and becomes a listener. In such paradigm,

media streams are limited to two, and proper switching among me-

dia streams is required. Fig. 1 shows the transition during a speaker

change in an interactive conference paradigm.

B. Collaboration Environment

To implement such an interactive conference collaborative

paradigm, the collaboration environment must be setup properly.

First, multimedia streams from all participants must be transmitted

in such a fashion that all participants can access equally. Although

unicast and multicast can both be used to implement share media

channels for this purpose, multicast is a preferred choice because of

its efficiency, scalability, and growing support in broadband wide area

networks such as the Internet2[8], [4], [9].

Second, these shared media channels are valuable and potentially

expensive resources. The allocation and assignment of such channel

resources affect the scalability, interactivity and efficiency of the con-

ference. When there is a change of speakers, the participants should

switch to the media streams from the new speaker immediately. How-

ever, the media stream from the new speaker could potentially conflict

with the existing streams on the shared media channels. To avoid such

a conflict, the new speaker can either wait until the original speaker

stops, or inform all participants to tune to a new channel he will trans-

mit on. The first option is not feasible because this can interrupt the

interactivity by the introduction of unpredictable delay and disturbing

video and audio during the switch. Because the interactive conference

paradigm allows for at most two concurrent speakers, the number of

media channels is at least two: one for the current speaker and one for

the previous speaker. However, if we use only the minimum of two

shared media channels, the media stream conflicts are inevitable dur-

ing speaker switches. Alternatively, we could assign a distinct chan-

nel to each participant. This multi-channel scheme allows a partici-

pant to start his media transmission at any occasion without conflicts,

and no delay during speaker changes. However, this scheme does

not scale well. The number of channels increase with the number

of participants, which consumes an increasing number of multicast

addresses making the configuration complex. To resolve the chan-

nel conflicts and maintain scalability, we can use an additional media

channel. The introduction of this channel allows the new speaker to

transmit without concerning about conflicts with existing streams, re-

ducing the switching delay and improving the interactivity. Note that

proper access control to these media channels must be carried out by

the conference control mechanisms.

In addition to the media channels, a common control channel is also

required. Control can be centralized, or distributed among all partici-

pants. Although some video-conferencing systems on local networks

use distributed control schemes, we elect to use the centralized con-

troller because we want to avoid the multiple round trips over wide

area networks for convergence in distributed schemes.

C. Conference Control Protocol Functions

The major functions of a conference control protocol are floor con-

trol and session control.

C.1 Floor Control

Floor refers to a mutually exclusive permission dynamically

granted while resolving race conditions and guaranteeing fair and

deadlock-free resource access [1]. Floor control allows users of net-

worked multimedia applications to utilize and share resources without

conflicts [1]. Floor control protocols add an access discipline to such

environments that allows the resolution of race conditions on shared

resources. For interactive video-conferences, the conference control

protocol must provide mutual exclusion for concurrent access to the

shared media channels to avoid conflicts. The floor maps to the shared

media channels. Requesting and granting a floor correspond to the

same actions on a shared media channel. This is the major function of

a conference control protocol and the focus of this paper.

C.2 Session Control

Session control manages membership, maintains connectivity, and

provides session state information. The group membership problem

is a hard problem in distributed systems because of the difficulty to

maintain a consistent view in such systems [10]. Strict consistency
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of membership is helpful but not necessary for a video-conference

over wide area networks because non-speaker participants can join

and leave at any time without disturbing other participants. Session

control is also responsible for locating available sessions and joining

the ones by the participant’s choice as well as keeping track of the

status of the current ongoing sessions.

III. CONFERENCE CONTROL PROTOCOL

Based on the previous discussion, we developed a conference con-

trol protocol that can maintain the interactivity and scalability. The

details are presented below:

A. Protocol Functions

A.1 Floor Control

We devise a three-channel rotation scheme for floor control. Specif-

ically, we assign a distinct role to each shared media channel. These

roles (Fig. 2(a)) are current, previous and next which correspond to

the channels for the current speaker, the previous speaker and the

next speaker.

The new speaker is allowed to starts media transmission on the next

channel immediately without waiting for the streams on the other

channels to stop. Other participants can switch asynchronously to

the new speaker when they learn of the change. After all listeners

have made the change, the roles of the channels rotate ✄✆☎✞✝✠✟ clock-

wise (Fig. 2(b)), making a new assignment of the roles to the chan-

nels. Then, a request from a new speaker will cause the process to

repeat (Fig. 2(c)). Successive speaker changes cause the channel-role

mapping to cycle through Fig. 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) continuously. No-

tice that this scheme requires that the no speaker change can be made

before all participant switch to the new speaker.

A.2 Session Control

We use a simple approach to manage membership by using a cen-

tralized controller to gather and distribute the necessary information.

As we discussed earlier, such a simple management scheme is suffi-

cient for our interactive video-conferences over wide area networks.

A strict membership synchronization takes more time, and can af-

fect the interactivity of an ongoing conference session. With the use

of the centralized controller, we can keep track of the active partici-

pants without a full scale synchronization among all participants. We

use pre-configured static well-known session ID (such as well-known

multicast group addresses) to locate existing sessions.
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Fig. 3. State transition diagram of the controller. The labels on transition arcs are in✡
Event ☛ [Action] format, where Event refers to the event that triggers the state transi-

tion, and Action refers to the action taken when the state transition occurs. PS stands

for the previous speaker.

B. Protocol Entities: Controller and Participant

There are two entities that implement the control functions in our

conference control protocol: the controller and the participant. Fig. 3

and 4 show the state transition diagrams of the controller and the par-

ticipant, respectively.

B.1 Controller

The controller acts as an arbitrator who takes requests from the par-

ticipants, decides the speaker according to an access policy, and coor-

dinates all participants to have a consistent view of the conference.

The access policy can be simply first-come-first-serve (FCFS) or

priority-based. The controller periodically sends conference control

information (the INFO message) on the control channel, and tracks

the membership information based on the participants acknowledge-

ments. Each control messages is associated with a sequence number

as a means for coarse synchronization of events, with one sequence

number increment after a new INFO message. The controller uses the

sequence numbers to check the consistency of the participants’ view

of the conference session as discussed below.

The controller keeps track of the conference membership by check-

ing the acknowledgments to the INFO messages. If a participant does

not respond to a fixed number of INFO messages, the controller then

assumes the participant either is down or leaves the conference, and

takes appropriate actions to account for the absence of the participant.

There are four states in the controller state transition diagram

(Fig. 3): OPEN, GRANT PENDING, INFO PENDING, and CLEAR.
☞ The controller only takes requests when it is the OPEN state, and

ignores requests in other states. This allows all participants to adapt

to the current conference status before any change occurs. When the

controller receives and approves a request (REQ) from a participant

in the OPEN state, the controller sends a GRANT message to the re-

quester, and changes to GRANT PENDING state.
☞ In the GRANT PENDING state, the controller waits for the requester

to acknowledges the GRANT message. If a timeout occurs before an

acknowledgement comes from the requester, the controller changes
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back to the OPEN state, and is ready to take other requests. If the

acknowledgement is received, the controller updates the conference

information with the speaker change, sends out a multicast INFO mes-

sage indicating this change, and changes to INFO PENDING state.
☞ In the INFO PENDING state, the controller is expecting all partici-

pants to acknowledge that they have the updated conference informa-

tion after the speaker change. The controller counts the acknowledg-

ments to his INFO message after the speaker change. If acknowledg-

ments are received from all participants, every participant is informed

of the change. At this moment, if there is already a previous speaker,

the controller sends a QUENCH message to the previous speaker, and

changes to CLEAR state. This QUENCH message explicitly informs

the previous speaker to stop his transmission to make the next chan-

nel ready for future speakers. If there is no previous speaker, the

controller simply changes back to OPEN state. If a timeout occurs

before the controller can get acknowledgement of the recent speaker

change indicated in the INFO message, the controller sends the same

INFO message again, and waits for the participants yet to respond. If

a participant has not responded for a fixed number of INFO messages,

and thus presumed down, the conference membership information is

updated, and the expected number of acknowledgements is reduced

accordingly. Thus, a “down ” participant will not hang the whole con-

ference session.
☞ In the CLEAR state, the controller expects the previous speaker to

acknowledge the QUENCH message. When the acknowledgement is

received, the controller changes to OPEN state. If at this moment, the

previous speaker decides to become a speaker again, the controller,

sends a GRANT message to him, and changes to GRANT PENDING

state. If a timeout occurs before either a REQ or an acknowledge-

ment to the QUENCH message is received, the controller sends the

QUENCH message again without a state change. If the controller de-

termines that the previous speaker is down because it does not respond

to a fixed number of INFO messages, the controller changes to OPEN

state.

B.2 Participant

The participant part of the conference control protocol acts on be-

half of the participants to interacts with the controller to implement

floor and session control functions.

There are five states in the participant state transition diagram

(Fig. 4): LISTENER, REQ PENDING, CS, PS, and HOLD.
☞ When a participant is in LISTENER state, he just passively receives

video and audio streams from the current speaker and the previous

speaker. If the participant decides to become a speaker, he sends a

REQ message to the controller, and changes to REQ PENDING state.
☞ In the REQ PENDING state, the participant expects a GRANT mes-

sage from the controller. If such a GRANT message arrives, the par-

ticipant starts his video and audio transmission, sends a GRANT ACK

message to the controller, and changes his state to CS. If a timeout

occurs before a GRANT message, he sends the REQ message again

while staying in the REQ PENDING state.
☞ In the CS state, the participant acts as the current speaker, and

transmits his video and audio to all participants on the current chan-

nel. However, when the participant receives an INFO message which

indicates that there is a change of speaker in the conference session,

the participant changes his state to PS while still transmitting his

video and audio streams on the same channels. While the participant

is in the PS state, he is the previous speaker sending on the previ-

ous channel. When he receives an INFO message indicating another

speaker change in the conference session, he changes to the HOLD

state while still continuing with his transmission.
☞ In the HOLD state, the participant expects a QUENCH message

from the controller. If such a message is received, he responds with

an acknowledgement message, stops his transmission, and changes

his state to LISTENER. In addition, the participant may choose to

become the speaker again. In this case, the participant sends a REQ

message to the controller, and changes to the REQ PENDING state.

Fig. 5 shows the timing diagram of the conference control protocol.

As shown, a listener sends a REQ to the controller in OPEN state, and

waits for reply in REQ PENDING state. Without any other contend-

ing REQ, the controller replies with GRANT, and changes to GRANT

PENDING state. Upon receipt of the GRANT, the requester sends

back a GRANT ACK, changes to CS state, and starts to transmit on

the next channel. When the controller receives the GRANT ACK, a

new INFO is generated corresponding to the change and transmitted

onto the control channel. The controller changes to wait in the INFO

PENDING state. As the new INFO propagates to all participants, they

change their states accordingly (e.g. from CS to PS or from PS to

LISTENER), switch to the new speaker, and reply with an INFO ACK.

Once the controller collects all INFO ACK for the INFO, it changes

back to OPEN state, and is ready to take new requests.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our conference control protocol is implemented in the ALX video-

conferencing system for high quality video-conferencing over wide

area networks [6]. The system uses a hardware device (ALX) to make

adaptation layer translation between audio/video streams in ATM

cells (obtained from the ATM-based end stations) and IP packets for

proper transmission through the IP wide area networks [6]. Fig. 6

shows the bandwidth utilization in a real video-conference session.

We measured the bandwidth utilization in a three-participant confer-

ence session. The three participants are A, B and C, where A and B

are at one site, and C is at another site. The two sites are connected

through the Internet2. Because of the instrumentation difficulties, we

can only measure the aggregate bandwidth utilization at the instru-

mentation point (the ATM switch). Therefore, the bandwidth of C

reflects what C really transmits and receives (Fig. 6c), while the trans-

mission bandwidth of A and B are the actual bandwidth they send, but

the receiving bandwidth is the aggregate bandwidth. These are suffi-

cient to show how the control protocol coordinates the accesses to the
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share media channels.

As we can see in Fig. 6, the conference started at about the 50th

second when A started transmitting. Next, B requested and became

the speaker. Subsequently, C, A, B, C, A, C, B, A, B, C, A became the

speaker in this order. Notice that at some points, all three were trans-

mitting (around the 200th second). Our control scheme allows this

to happen because the newly granted speaker transmits on the third

vacant channel which avoids any traffic collision on other channels.

These periods of time are short, less than one round of INFO update

interval (two seconds in this case.) Note that when channel conflict

happens, traffic from two sources colliding on the same virtual circuit

(which corresponds to a shared media channel) causes the bandwidth

to become zero because the IP router drops the ill-formated packets

as invalid packets. This is avoided by the control protocol.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a conference control protocol for a

highly interactive and scalable video-conferencing paradigm suitable

for video-conferences conducted over wide area networks. We de-

fined the collaboration environment of such paradigm. Our proposed

conference control protocol uses a channel rotation scheme for floor

control to avoid race conditions and coordinates the access to the

shared media channels. The conference control protocol is success-

fully implemented in a research video-conferencing system tested

over the Internet2.
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